It is not capable of reference to the hypergeometric type and so requires methods peculiar to itself. The principal difficulty in the solution of the equation consists in the determination of a number, the characteristic exponent, which appears in the solution. It is known from general considerations of the theory of linear differential equations that for the trigonometric form of the equation, y may be expressed as cxe2""(t>(e2i') + C2C-2"<tiKei"), the parameters a and k2 being supposed arbitrary. The functions <f>(e2i'), ip(e2i') are series of positive and negative integral powers of e2", and the quantity u which is a function of a and k2 is the exponent in question, and its determination necessitates extended developments. If p has been found the coefficients of the series for <b(e2U), \p(e2i') must be investigated. They satisfy a particular difference equation which is not of a simple type.
Of special importance are those cases of the equation for which there exists a periodic solution with period it or 27r. These solutions which are sometimes called Mathieu's functions do not exist in the general case, but require that a should have special values when k2 is given. The determination of these values is an important problem. It is to be noticed that in these cases the general solution referred to above is no longer valid.f Periodic solutions present themselves in problems of mathematical physics, for example in determining the vibrations of an elliptic membrane, while the solutions which are not periodic find an application in the theory of orbits.
The solution of the problems indicated in this summary has previously been attempted without complete success. For the bibliography reference may be had to Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, 3d edition, chapter xix. The most valuable references are to papers by Dougall (The solution of Mathieu's differential equation, Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society, vol. 34, part 1, p. 176, 1915-16) and Whittaker (On the functions associated with the elliptic cylinder in harmonic analysis, Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress of Mathematicians, 1912, Cambridge) . Dougall obtains, among other results, an equation for the characteristic exponent but not in an explicit form. Whittaker proves that the periodic solutions satisfy an integral equation which he uses to derive the expressions for some of the earlier cases.
In the present paper the problems stated above are treated more fully than has previously been done. First the general case is considered. The difference equation for the coefficients of the solution of the differential equation is replaced by an infinite system of equations, and their solution given in two different forms. The characteristic exponent p is shown to satisfy an equation found in two corresponding forms.
Second, the characteristic exponent is studied in detail. The differential equation is replaced by a Riccati equation, a particular solution of which is found, and from this solution an explicit expression for p is determined. This expression which is valid only within a limited range of values of k2 leads to a form of the equation for p valid for all values of k2. It is found that p is an analytic function of k2 when a is given, and the character of the singular points of p is determined.
The convergence of the solution constructed in the first part of the paper is then proved.
In the third place periodic solutions are considered. On the supposition that they exist they are determined in two different forms. Proof is then given of the existence of periodic solutions and a determination of all of them is made. An equation for the parameter a is given to each of whose roots a periodic solution belongs. This equation has no multiple roots if k2 is real. Two expressions for periodic solutions are given in forms valid for all values of k2. The parameters a and the solutions are analytic functions of k*.
Finally some miscellaneous results are collected. The differential equation is shown not to have two periodic solutions for the same values of a and k2, and if k2 is real it is shown that each a is a decreasing function of k2. Some indications as to the determination of the singular points of a are added. If c" is replaced by ( -1)"C", (n + ¿co)2 -Is2 C"+x + C"_i--cn.
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Put $u=p, è^f, l¿e=X, and this equation becomes 
be absolutely convergent. Since the terms of this series are comparable in absolute value with those of the series
the condition is satisfied. By expanding in terms of the elements of the first row it may be verified that the determinants (xt) satisfy the recurrence relation
To examine the character of the expansion of (x<), consider the particular case (*i) and let 1 xx 0 0 1 xs 0 Dn = x2 0 0 0 0 1 be the determinant of the first » rows and columns of (xi). Then if Dn is expanded in terms of the last row, Dn = Dn-i -a;"_ixnZ)n_2.
* Kowalewski, Einführung in die Determinantentheorie, p. 372.
From this recurrence formula it is seen that the terms of the expansion of D" which contain xn consist of the product x"-i xn multiplied by -Dn-t, and those terms which do not contain x" are the terms of Dn~x. Now consider the sum
Let the subscripts, subj'ect to the inequalities, take the values from 1 to » in every possible way, and let the series be continued as long as it is possible to construct terms in which no subscript is greater than ». Then the terms of 5» which contain x" consist of the product x"_i x" multiplied by -Sn-i, and those which do not contain x" are the terms of Sn-i-Moreover Si=Dx, Si=Di, etc. Therefore Sn = Dn. The determinant (xi) which is infinite has therefore the formal expansion
where the numbers i,j, • ■ • are any succession taken from 1, 2, • • • subject to the inequalities. Since this series is convergent it is an integral function of X of the form 1 + a*X4 + a8X8 + • • • .
Though not relevant to the subj'ect it may be noticed that the number of terms of a given order in Dn is figúrate. If/",r denotes the »th figúrate number of the rth order, the number of terms of order 2p in Di" is/2"+i_2,>,p+i and in An+i is /2"+2-2p,p+i, 0<£ -«. These are included in the statement that in Dn the number of terms of order 2p is/"+i_2P,P+i, 0 <2p ¿|».
4. A solution of the system of equations for C< ( § 2) such that C"-»0 as »->oo can now be obtained. Consider the first » equations for which ¿è0: *iCo + CX+ xiCi = 0, xtCx + Ct + xiCi = 0,
If it be assumed that C.-^O, ¿^0, Co may be put equal to unity. Then the value of G is given by 
etc.
:
is a system of values of the ratios of C< satisfying the given system of equations. Since (xn+i)-»1 as m-xx^ and Xx ■ ■ ■ x"->0 as «->oo, it follows that C"->0 as n-*<x>. That the above ratios furnish a solution of the equations may be verified by direct substitution, and by making use of the recurrence relation
It is then evident that the restriction C.^O may be removed. The system of ratios for C< may be extended to negative values of i by letting C_" correspond to (-l 
This may be verified as before by substitution in the equations. The coefficients C±n are meromorphic functions of X. In order to obtain a solution of the differential equation, C_» must approach zero. This condition is not fulfilled independently, but depends upon the value of p, the characteristic exponent. It is evident from the value of C_" that (x-n) must approach zero, »->°o. The product z_"+i • • • *_i*o which occurs in the denominator tends to zero. Hence the numerator must tend to zero more rapidly to satisfy the requirement. Then p must be a root of the equation where the determinant is infinite in both directions.
5. The system of equations for C" may be transformed with advantage. Put C" =/(«), and the equation to be transformed is (» + p)2 -r2 f(n + 1) + f(n -1) = *-¿-/(»). This expansion may be proved by induction. By expanding £"+J in terms of the last row, it foUows that £n+2=£B+i+y"+i£B. Moreover JEi«l, Es = 1 +yi, Ez = l +yi+y2, £4 = 1 +yi+y2+ys+yiys.
If the terms of E* are divided into the classes of those which contain y"_i and those which do not, the rule of formation of the terms of E" is verified. To prove that £» approaches a limit as «->oo, consider the series THE CHARACTERISTIC EXPONENT 7. The exponent p is the root of a transcendental equation which has been given in what precedes in two different forms. The determination of p can however be effected in a different manner, which allows the construction of an explicit expression of at least a branch of p. It will be proved that p is an analytic function with multiple determination of the principal parameter k% of the differential equation. It is found simpler to take the differential equation in the form
Regarding A as a constant and X as a variable, a branch of p will be found as a convergent series of powers of X, provided h is not equal to certain exceptional values which will be determined. When h has these exceptional values the proper expression for p will likewise be found.
Whatever h, the solution of the differential equation will first be proved to be an integral function of z and X, expressed as an absolutely convergent series of powers in each. This follows from the determination of the coefficients of a series of powers in z satisfying the differential equation. The series for y determined in this way is known to be an integral function of z for all values of X, h2, a0, ax. The coefficients a" are polynomials in X whose coefficients depend upon a0, ai, h2, and upon the coefficients of the expansion of cos2z. If a comparison is made with the differential equation
and if initial values \a0\, \ax\ are taken, a series will be found for y whose coefficients are polynomials in X, which are determined in a manner similar to those above. These polynomials in X have positive coefficients whose values are greater respectively than the absolute values of the corresponding coefficients in the determination of y. But the series for y is likewise an integral function of z. Hence the series for y is one whose terms admit arbitrary redistribution whatever z, X, a0, ax, h2, and so is an integral function of z and X. e"' + Xf2i(z,X) 1 + Xe-*^i(z,X)
Let p be an arbitrary quantity; then r<a can now be determined such that | Xe-**Qi(a,X) | < 1 when \z\ < p, | X | < r.
Hence if \z\ <p, ¡X| <r, the fraction for Z may be expanded in powers of X, or Z = A+ZiX+z2X2+ • • • . To verify this statement it will be noted that since the series for a2i, v, an, yi, y2 are all absolutely convergent, if |X| <a and \z\ <p, the expressions for Fi, F2 are absolutely convergent series for the same values of X and z. That is, if Yi=YlJ2amnZm\n, T,1l\amn\zm\n is a convergent series, so that an arbitrary arrangement of terms is admissible. Under the same conditions the series for 1+Xe-A* Qi(z, X) is absolutely convergent because
and both factors of this product are absolutely convergent.
Finally the series for [1 +\e~h'Qi(z, X)]-1 is absolutely convergent if |X|<t where t is determined as follows. In Qi (z, X) let all of the coefficients be replaced by their absolute values and let the resulting series be denoted by Qi (z, X). Then determine r<a so that T*e|;,|pQi(p, t) <1. Then evidently | Xe-*«Qi(*,X) | < 1 if |X|<r, \z\<p.
The series
is convergent, and the terms in the expansion of \nen\hU Qin(z, X) have positive coefficients. Hence finally the series
is convergent and admits arbitrary rearrangement of terms. may be taken in the form y = Cie2""cKe2") + c2e-2"il^(e2"), where <f> and ^ are series of positive and negative powers of e2". It is evident that j> = e2*r<, or e-2""'. The Riccati equation Z'+Z2=\ cos2z+A2 is satisfied by y'/y whatever Ci and c2. If Ci = 0, or c2 = 0, y'/y is a periodic function of z of period t and in no other case. Hence the function Z of the preceding discussion must correspond to one of these cases, and since the sign of /x has not been fixed, it may be supposed that it corresponds to c2 = 0. Hence Z = 2pi+<b'/<f>, where <j>' denotes differentiation with respect to z. Therefore 2pt + 4>'/<t> -A + ZX\ + Zi\2 + • • • .
The series on the right has been determined and is a uniformly convergent series of functions of z if |X|<r, |z|<p.
Since p is arbitrary it may be supposed that p > it. Integration with respect to z from 0 to ir gives The function of p under the summation sign is a rational function of p having 4a poles for 2a of which p+r is an integer, and for the other 2q, p-r is an integer. If a residue at a pole for which p-r is an integer is d, the residue at a pole for which p+r is an integer is -d, since aH is periodic with period unity. Hence
where C is independent of p. If p = il, then as Í-►<», a«"->0, cot ir(jx-r) -cot ir(p+r)-+0, so C = 0. Hence If r has one of the exceptional values, viz. if 2r = 0, ±» the form of the functions Cq, Sq must be modified. The modification is found by evaluating the coefficients Cq(r), Sq(r) which are indeterminate. If r = 0 the corresponding branch of p which is found in § 8 may be substituted in the equation for p giving in another way the result for this case.
11. The proof of the convergence of the series e^'Y^Zcne2"* which was postponed in § 6 may now be given. Consider the terms of the series X,00 cne2n'. The ratio of the (»+l)st term to the »th gives
(see § 4). From the expansion of (x") in a series (X") = 1 -2~1 XiXi+X + 2~li XiXi+XXjXj+X -• . . The periodic solutions 13. That the differential equation of the elliptic cylinder has solutions in certain cases which are not of the form which has been supposed as the general one is usually assumed. A proof of the existence of these solutions is given in § 17. These solutions occur when the parameters X and r have particular relations to each other, and there exists a solution which is periodic with period iri or 2iri. Taking the equation in the trigonometric form it will be written in what follows as d2y -(-(a + k2 cos2 z)y = 0. dz2
The problem is to determine a in terms of k so that the equation has a solution which has the period x or 27r. It was proved by Whittaker that the even periodic functions satisfy the integral equation y(z) + X f e* «o» « °°8 ty (6) When A = 0 the solution of the differential equation of period ir or 27r is obtained by supposing a to be the square of an integer; these solutions being 1, cos z, sin z, cos 2z, sin 2z, • • • . When k^0 there exist solutions for proper values of a which reduce to these if A = 0. These are denoted by ce0(z), cei(z), sei(z), ce2(z), se2(z), etc.
These solutions could be calculated from the integral equation if X were known. But it was shown by Whittaker that the early members of the succession of functions can be found without knowing X. His method succeeds as far as ce6(z), se6(z) but cannot be carried further, since to obtain the terms of the Fourier series for ce"(z), se"(z), » è7, requires the solution of a system of linear equations which involves a greater number of unknowns than of equations. This system might be extended to an infinite one but it is not possible to obtain the solution. Another method must be followed which is exemplified by the following determination of ceo(z).
14. Let Dn is of the «th degree in a, and the coefficient of a" is 4-1. Moreover it is evident from the recurrence relation if ZX,_i = 0 that D" and Dn-2 have opposite signs. Denote the number of variations of sign when a is put = + <» in the succession DnDn-i ■ ■ ■ DXD0(DQ = 1) by F+00 and when a= -«> by V-", and it is evident that F_" -V+" = n. Hence the equation Dn = 0 has « real roots ; it also follows that Dn and Dn-i have unlike signs just before each of the « roots of Dn = 0 and like signs immediately after. It will be proved in § 17 that the quantities a, a0, a2, • • • are power series in k2 where a0 may be put equal to unity. If it be assumed that a solution ce0(z) exists which reduces to unity when A = 0, it follows that a = (k2), a2 = (k2), ■ ■ • , a2n = (k2), where the notation (kn) means divisible by k". The value of a is equal to 7 a = -A2/2 -A4/26 + 0-k<-k* H-.
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It is necessary to examine the statement made above that the values of the coefficients found for the expansion of a are determined unambiguously. The development of a has been obtained by substitution of the series cxk2 +■■■ + cnk2» + cn+xk2»+2 + ■■■ for a, and by determination oí cx, ■ ■ • , cn so that Dn = (k2n+i). For example if for a is substituted -k2/2 -(1/32)*« 4-0-A» + cik* 4-it is found that Dx = (V),D% = (k«),D3 = (k*); but D4 = (a + k2/2 -62)DS -(k2/2)2D2 = (A8), and these equations are true whatever c4. If c4 can be determined to make D3 = (k10), it follows that Di = (k10), since (A2/4)2Z>2 = (A10). When A2=0, the roots of Dn = 0 are distinct. Then from the principles of algebraic functions, there exists a unique series ciA24-• • • which expresses that root of the equation Dn = 0 which vanishes with k2. The coefficients of this series may be determined seriatim by the conditions that Dn = (k2), A, = (A4), etc. Applying this theorem to DA it follows that the coefficients of the first three terms are -1/2, -1/32, 0. Hence it must be possible to determine
Ci so as to make Z)4= (A10). The subsequent terms in the expansion of a may be similarly determined. The quantities a2", Dn are really divisible by higher powers of k than has yet appeared; in fact a2n = (A2n) and Dn = (kin).
This may be proved from the system of equations for o2, 64, etc., which are
where a-f-A2/2 = c2A44-" * • 1 d = 0, o0 = l. It is evident that ô2n is the first unknown which involves cos 2wz, so that A2" is the lowest power of k which occurs in the coefficient of cos 2«z ; hence a2" = (A2n). Since
it follows that Dtn = (kin). In the system of equations for a0, a2, • • • ( § 14), put Os = l. When A = 0, a reduces to 22 and a0, a4, a6 vanish, and so are of the form (A2). Upon reference to the solution given for a0, ■ -■ , a2", it is evident that 7J>" = (AlB), n -2. This allows the calculation of a by a method analogous to that used in the case of ceo(z). From the first equation, a0 = (k2). Substitute in the second and it foUows that a+k2/2-22 = (A4). It is needless to repeat the arguments which justify this procedure. The function ce2(z) is determined by a system of differential equations as was ceo(z) ; the result is
The results of calculation are here illustrated; a(n) denotes the value of a for ce"(z) and aM the value of a for the «th odd function se"(z) : In what follows two proofs of the existence of periodic solutions will be given. It may be seen that periodic solutions exist for every value of A2. For consider the equations aii4-a22=±2 ( § 7) in which X=-A2, and h2=-a.
For a given value, X=Xo, an4-a22 is an integral function of A. In accordance with the general theory of Picard,* if one of these equations has not an infinite number of solutions the other one has an infinite number. If the equation an+022 = 2 has an infinite number of solutions there exists for the value X =X0 an infinite number of functions having period it. If axx+an = -2 has an infinite number of solutions, there exists an infinite number of functions f(x) such that /(x-f-7r) = -f(x), or f(x + 2ir) =f(x).
Hence there exists for all values of X an infinite number of functions having the period ir or 2ir. This theorem is not sufficient to prove the existence, for all values of A2, of the functions ce"(z), se"(z) for which formal developments have just been obtained.
A determination of all periodic solutions of the differential equation will now be given in the form of a proof that the series for ce"(z), se"(z) and a(B), a("> converge for all values of A2. Write the system of equations for a0, ai, ■ ■ • as follows. Put~ It is supposed that v¿¿(2n)2 so that x"¿¿ °o. Substitute the values of Ci, c2 in the first and second equations ( §14) and they become These values of a may all be calculated from the equations Z?" = 0 in the manner carried out in § 14. In this way the roots which tend to (2«)2 as A-»0 are found. It may be proved that there are no others, or more precisely, no root of the equation d = 0 tends to a limit, l^(2n)2, and no root increases indefinitely as A->0. The first statement is true since a and A2 satisfy the equation an4-022 -2 =0. If a root of this equation in a is bounded as A->0 it must have a limit. This limit is a root of the equation an 4-022 -2 =0 in which A has been put equal to zero. The functions denoted ce"(z), seB(z) are obtained from the expressions just given for the periodic solution by dividing by the coefficient of cos «z or of sin «z, so that these terms have coefficients equal to unity. This division is possible if A is sufficiently small since the divisors are 5^0.
Finally the existence of periodic solutions has been proved and expressions for all of them for all values of A2 have been determined.
18. The series obtained for the quantities a and the periodic functions converge if A is sufficiently small, but the radius of convergence has not been found. Consider the values of a which belong to ce2n(z) ; it may be proved that the singular points of a are those values of A for which two or more values of a coincide. For if A0 is the singular value of A then when A->A0, it was proved above that a-»1, a finite value; and if the values of a corresponding to A = A0 are distinct, each of the values of a is by the theory of implicit functions a series of integral powers of A -A0. But the value A0 would not be singular if the values of a are so expressed ; hence the values of a are not distinct if A = A0. where c is not zero and Pn(x) is a power series in x. This solution does not vanish identically since this would require cp(n) =0 for every ». Since every solution is a linear combination of f(z) and yp(z), and since every solution is periodic if two independent solutions are periodic, yp(z) must be periodic.
But P(z) = c (log\)e'f(z) + ¿0(«)7B(Xe-)PB(Xc«), which is not periodic. Hence the equation of the elliptic cylinder never has two independent periodic solutions. An incidental result of the theorem that two values a(2B), a(2m) cannot coincide when A2 is real is that a(2m)>0(2n> if m>n. For if a(2m)<fl(2n) for any value of A, letting A2 diminish to zero, there must for some value of A2 be found the equality a(2"o =a(2n), since when A2 = 0, a(2m) = 2m2 and fl(2B) = (2«)2. But a(2m)5¿a(2n) for any real value of A2. Hence a(2m)>a(2n) if m>n.
It may further be proved that if A2 is real the value of da/dk2 is negative. First it may be proved that da/dk2¿¿0 for any real value of A2. For suppose da/dk2 = 0 and let w = dyi/dk2 where yi is a periodic solution. Then if y» is an independent solution it may be supposed that y2 = zyi+y3 where ys is periodic. The function w must satisfy the equation 
